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Our	Mission –  To bring to my clients a classic, traditional…always refined aesthetic with an English 
formal twist. Defining what it means to live engulfed in a world of quality, history and craftsmanship. I love 
bringing the beauty and excellent proportions of stylish antiques to your home from my travels abroad. 

Our	Background – I developed an early interest in antiques from my mother who was an interior 
designer in New York. About thirty-five years ago I realized beautiful antiques make my heart race and I 
discovered I had a passion for English and Continental antiques. Rather than deny it or douse it, why not 
indulge it? So, I left a career in creating sets for commercial film advertising and put my zeal and stylist’s eye to 
work. I opened a shop specializing in 18th and 19th century Georgian and Regency furniture for libraries and 
living rooms. I also developed an obsession to collect all sorts of accessories such as fine Chinese and 
Continental ceramics.	

Our	Blueprint	for	Success – I am always on the hunt for the next perfect object. I go often to 
England, indulging myself in my own form of the royal progress. I spend a great deal of time and effort 
searching out my pieces. Beautiful antiques abound in the marketplace, but the items I buy must possess that 
little extra that elevates a piece from the very nice to the exceptional. I love the interaction with my clients and 
over the years many of them have happily filled their homes with items from my shop. They tell me how much 
they love to see what I have found on my latest buying trip and they are hoping some of the treasures might go 
home with them!	

Contact	Information – 

Susan Silver Antiques 
755 North Main Street 

Sheffield, MA 
413.229.8169 

www.susansilverantiques.com 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


